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 The aims of the Casa della Salute (CHC) 

The Casa della Salute is an organisative form of primary care mainly thought to 

grant everyone an equitable and easy access to basic health care, continuity, 

coordination and comprehensiveness of care services, according to the principles 

expressed by the World Health Organisation  (2006). 

This type of structure performs actions directed to single individuals or families, to 

the local communities or to the whole of the population. 

It faces the physical and social causes of a disease, trying to remove the psycho-

social hurdles to the treatments, especially fighting unfairness and social 

disadvantages. 

It deals with the entire local community trying to involve people in reaching and 

keeping health. 
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The Casa della Salute (CHC) 

Business Plan 2015-2017 

The Business Plan (BP) of the Casa della Salute in Pontecorvo mainly 

consists in a three-year  planning of human, technological and financial 

resources needed for all the activities established by the team 

especially the ones referring to the  ICPs (Integrated Care Pathways). 

A great deal of the costs associated to the ICPs are not in addition to 

the present expenses, but re-arranged outlays depending on the paths. 

Nevertheless the BP doesn’t provide mathematical certainty. It only 

offers the best assessment on what could happen. 

A virtuous  implementation is fundamental. A weekly based evaluation 

is requested to measure the  results or analyze deficiencies in our 

service. 



The Business Plan allows to find out a series of savings, 

as reported in the following table 

2015 2016 2017 Total

Patients enrolled in ICPs 4.870                 14.129               15.102               15.102               

Professional services ICPs 23.536               63.076               72.687               159.299            

Laboratory performance ICPs 10.629               29.766               36.334               76.729               

Instrumental performance ICPs 19.228               58.766               73.036               151.030            

Total performance 53.393               151.608            182.056            387.057            

Extra performances ICPs 45.923               25.214               25.214               96.351               

Total performances CHC 99.316               176.822            207.270            483.408            

Human resource requirement for surgeries 37,00                 81,10                 75,60                 

Availability of human resources (May 2014) 9,80                    9,80                    9,80                    

Resources increasing plan 27,20                 71,30                 65,80                 

Overall costs ICPs €  4.723.419 €  12.062.914 €  16.168.074 €  32.954.407

costs referred to drugs €  1.037.710 €  4.068.250 €  6.699.430 €  11.805.390

Total costs extra ICPs €  8.354.572 €  7.329.605 €  6.991.564 €  22.675.741

Total costs for CHC €  13.077.991 €  19.392.519 €  23.159.638 €  55.630.148

Reducing accesses to emergency 380                     1.651                 2.671                 4.702                 

Reducition hours in emergency 1.409                 6.253                 10.236               17.898               

Average reduction of daily hours in emergency 4                          17                       28                       

Reducing hospital admissions 153                     598                     943                     1.694                 

Reducing days of hospital admission 1.164                 4.901                 7.900                 13.965               

Average reduction of hospital beds 3                          13                       22                       

Savings for the reduction of access to emergency €  63.844 €  263.431 €  421.197 €  748.472

Savings for the reduce days of hospitalization €  931.550 €  3.920.499 €  6.320.207 €  11.172.256

Total savings €  995.394 €  4.183.930 €  6.741.404 €  11.920.728
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 Distribution of patients per ICPs 



Costs for the Casa della Salute of Pontecorvo 
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 Average costs  of ICPs 2015-2017 



Benefits amounts 
Reduction of accesses to emergency  

and  hours in  emergency 
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      Benefits amounts 

 Reduction of hospital admissions 
and days of hospital admission 



Conclusions 

This study seems to confirm that a strong primary 

care produces better health outcomes against 

lower costs (European Forum for Primary Care).  

The  Casa della Salute is a work in progress that 

has to be defined and experimented day by day, 

looking at the results and evaluating each  

possible step to improve the performances and 

remove problems and difficulties. The complexity 

of the project lies in a long and difficult process of 

rebuilding territorial health services which cannot 

be taken for granted. 

We want to put into the foreground the connection 

between the quality of the management system 

and the quality of the outcomes. 
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